
 

 
 

HEADTEACHER BRIEFING - SEND UPDATE 
 

Autumn 2019 
 

Headteachers will be interested in the key findings of the SIP SEND Focus Visits that took 
place in Summer 2019. These findings, in brief, have been shared at Chair and Vice Chairs 
of Governor Briefings this term. The visit proforma was created by by the Primary 
Commissioner, the SEN Project Manager and the SEND School Improvement Lead, with 
training provided for the School Improvement Partners (18 attended the training with the 
remainder being informed virtually). 
 
Findings 
On review of the reports the following impacts were highlighted by the schools and the 
School Improvement Partners: 

● Broadly, schools are now following the LA Graduated Approach Guidance 
● In many cases, Schools were able to articulate clearly how they are identifying, 

assessing and meeting need 
● LA paperwork is widely used and understood- following the initial induction period 
● The ‘assess, plan do review’ cycles implemented by the schools were well monitored 
● Schools use their external specialist input to support staff CPD 
● There were many examples of good impact on SEND outcomes however this was 

not universally seen 
● Schools have SEND priorities listed in action plans but this could be more specific in 

some cases 
● Where SENCos were more experienced and well supported by their SMT,  provision 

was of a higher quality 

Some areas identified for development included: 
● A desire to have more external support, but this was difficult due to financial 

constraints 
● Some schools struggled to highlight the impact of the external support on pupil 

outcomes 
● Some schools struggled to consistently apply the advice of any external support 
● Some schools struggled to articulate how parents and carers were involved in the 

planning and reviewing stages of the process 
● In some cases resources were harder to allocate eg in very small schools, in rural 

schools or where need was profound 
● In a small minority of schools their perception of inclusive practice did not meet the 

expected ethos of a truly inclusive school 
 

Some reports contained  specific requests for support or advice for the SEND School 
Improvement Lead to follow up, or have informed plans for the training offer this academic 
year. Additionally, another outcome from this process was the identification of schools who 
needed some particular targeted support for their work with SEND learners. 
 
Next Steps 
All future SIP visits will include support and challenge on the way in which schools are 
identifying and meeting needs, learner outcomes and progress. This will support SEND 

 



 

learners and the schools in preparing for Ofsted. Key SEND questions will be highlighted in 
each terms reports to reflect the Intent, Implementation and Impact of the quality of 
education received by SEND learners. 

SEN Information Report and Supporting Pupils with Medical Needs Policy Audit 

Following an audit of school websites undertaken this summer, can we please remind 
Headteachers of the statutory requirement for their school websites to contain: 

● An easily accessible, clearly laid out SEN Information Report which has been 
reviewed within the last year 

● An easily accessible policy on Supporting Pupils with Medical Needs. The NCC 
Model Policy has recently been updated and was circulated on the ecourier in July 
2019 

To support schools further training on ‘A Good SEN Information Report’ is being delivered 
via Partnership SENCo network meetings this academic year, this will cover required content 
and also subjective aspects of the report. 

Of the 163 Northumberland schools audited, 44 schools either did not have an SEN 
information report or a report that was in date. This equates to 27% of Northumberland 
schools not having up to date SEN information reports available online.  

Other points of note across the reports were that often the place of the voice of the 
child/young person was not described, nor a description of the way in which schools 
evaluate their own effectiveness in relation to SEN. In some cases, it was difficult to find the 
report on the website, so despite being there, it was not easily accessible. 

In relation to ‘Supporting Pupils with Medical Needs’ policies, overall 57% of the total number 
of our schools (173) had the policy available on their websites.  

Summary of work undertaken by NCC on ‘Developing  the Graduated Approach’  

The following summary has recently been prepared as part of the monitoring of our Local 
Area action plan, and we thought it would be useful to share with Headteachers: 

1. Scrutiny of Panel data 2017-18 to establish trends in referrals ie primary need, 
frequency of referrals based on school size.  

2. Additional data around OFSTED ratings, LA Support Priority Schools 
3. 26 Targeted School visits undertaken  
4. Early Years Inclusion Consultants have provided support around including SEN 

learners and the graduated approach for them on request to 19 schools and 26 PVIs 
this term so far 

5. There have been 12 requests for EYSTAR funding to support early years children to 
access their full entitlement; 5 have resulted in funds allocated 

6. Lead SENCo programme initiated to develop the sharing of good practice across the 
system. 7 Lead SENCos appointed and programme underway 

7. SEND Reviewer training offered locally, and documentation/process shared with 
schools with offer of peer and supported reviews made  

8. SIP SEND focussed visits - QA process to notify LA of good practice and schools for 
targeted support  



 

9. SIL activity follows each week’s SEND Commissioning Panel where schools require 
support/guidance around the GA they present evidence of for individual learners 

10. Graduated Approach Steering Group recommendations acted upon: SIP SEND 
focus, SENCo FB page, increased accessibility to SENCo training, elearning 

11. Elearning module on ‘Understanding SEN Support and EHCPs in Schools’ available 
on Learning Together. Information circulated via the ecourier 

12. Partnership Network Training Offer content determined by emerging need and 
requests) ready to roll out via SEND Support Service Staff 2019-20; ‘A Good SEN 
Information Report’, ‘SENCo Workload’, ‘What is a reasonable adjustment?’ In 
2018-19, already delivered ‘Categories of Need’, ‘SEN Register or not?’ 

13. Support Mechanisms for SENCos in place; New SENCo Induction day, half termly 
meet for new SENCos, High School SENCos 

14. SENCo FB page set up (56 members) 
15. Half termly SEND updates to SENCos being issued 
16. Annual audit of Panel submissions completed 2018-19 (internal use only) 
17. Annual Audit of SENCo working conditions completed Autumn 2018 and report on 

time allocations according to school size shared with Headteachers 
18. 2019-20 Survey live at present, with questions added relating to SENCo confidence 

in identifying and meeting needs and improving outcomes 
19. SEND specific presentation to Small Schools Conference completed Summer 2019 
20. SENCo Conference 2019 delivered to update all stakeholders - 260 delegates, 

content covered Mental Health and Social Care updates along with Emotional 
Regulation and Stress in schools, Annual Reviews, SEND Self Evaluation 

21. 20 EY practitioners qualified as EY SENCos in June, further 20 now undertaking 
training, with another cohort planned for the Spring term to total 60. This will enhance 
skill sets in PVIs 

22. Training package circulated via ecourier for use with all staff (Classrooms for All 
Learners) to refresh re class teacher responsibilities for SEND 

23. SEND training to NQTs delivered on NCC programme, 3Rivers Teaching School 
2018-19 

24. SEND training to ITT delivered on 3 Rivers and Ponteland Primary Teaching School 
programmes 2018-19 

25. SEND CPD offer delivered via training directory 2018-19. New programme in place 
for 2019-20 

26. GA training delivered to wider LA teams eg ESLAC, EOTAS, Inclusion Support 
Workers to ensure that all officers working with schools are aware of expectations 
and guidance issued to schools 

27. Developing sharing expertise between specialist provision and mainstream workforce 
via 3 x CPD sessions at Special Schools to enhance LA provision at SEN Support 

 
A focus for the coming year is measuring the impact of the work on children and young 
people, via outcomes, perceptions, SENCo, school and parent confidence. Some of this 
work is well underway. Ongoing work on achieving consistency of practice continues. 
 

HEADTEACHER SEND CONFERENCE 5th DECEMBER 2019 LINDEN HALL 
 
Please book a place on the Conference via the Training Directory, or by following the link or 
typing into your browser: 
 

https://forms.gle/arRAbYc7enzkutVP9 

https://forms.gle/arRAbYc7enzkutVP9

